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John,

This is just a follow-up email from our exchange of voice mail messages
from the week of May 7, 2007 in which I had described a minor
modification to the drill tooling size and application that we were
considering for the well installations and your subsequent voice mail
indicating that you did not see any problems with the proposed change in
tooling/method. I also wanted to let you know that we have proceeded
with the well installation at JPG using the revised drilling tooling and
application that I had described in those voice mail messages to you.
The modification is being made to not cause a delay in the well
installation and project schedule. The originally specified tooling ,is
not readilyavailable and would have to have been specially ordered and
built for this project causing delays. Below is a more detailed
description of the modification:

The original plan indicated the use of PQ. series rock coring tools and
the advancement of PWT-series outer casing or similar system. Following
that plan the PWT casing would have been advanced following advance of
the core hole when difficult coring conditions were encountered to
stabilize the corehole and allow the coring tools to be continued to be
advanced. The PQ series coring system cuts and retrieves 3.35 inch rock
cores and the PWT casing provides a 5.5 inch diameter borehole.

The change consists of using PQ-series coring tools to advance the core
hole and retrieve core until the subsurface conditionsare such that
advancement of the corehole is either not able to be advanced or
corehole conditions need to be stabilized or drilling fluid return needs
to be re-established by installing casing. At that point HWT casing
will be installed into the PQ sized corehole and advanced past the area
of difficult drilling conditions. HO coring would then be continued
below and through the HWT casing. If difficult conditions are
encountered again the HWT casing would then be advanced deeper beyond
the difficult spot and then the HQ coring would be continued. The same
way the original PQ system would have been used. The borehole would be
continued in this manner until the desired final depth of the
corehole/well is reached. The well would then be built inside either
the PQ corehole if advanced successfully to the total depth or inside
the HWT casing. The HO core tooling cuts and retrieves 2.5" diameter
rock core and the HWT casing provides a 4.5 inch diameter borehole.

The combination of the PQ coring and PWT casing system and the
combination of the HQ coring and the HWT casing system are nearly
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identical except that the H series tooling is slightly smaller in
diameter. The method of completion is nearly identical between that
provided in the FSP Addendum 4 with the exception of initially coring
with the PQ series tooling and then dropping down to the slightly
smaller diameter H series (HQ coring and HWT casing) drill tooling.

If you have any questions you can contact me by email or the phone
numbers listed below.

Todd D. Eaby, P.G..

Project Manager

Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)

6310 Allentown Boulevard

Harrisburg, PA 17112

Voice: (717) 901-8823

Cellular: (717) 612-2911

Fax: (717) 901-8103

1-800-944-6778

todd.eaby@ saic.com

http://www.saiceemg.com/

CC: "Cloud, Paul D RDECOM" <paul.d.cloud@us.army.mil>, "Kopp, Frederick"
<frederick.kopp @ us.army.mil>, "Skibinski, Joseph N." <JOSEPH.N.SKIBINSKI @saic.com>,
<snyders @ saic.com>
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